ENTERING SECOND HARVEST VIA MARINE WAY DETOUR
Follow the solid BLUE arrows in the map above to reach Second Harvest:
1. From Marine Way, turn RIGHT at Skyhawk; follow the signs.
2. As you proceed straight and approach Second Harvest’s building, stop at the Stop sign, and turn LEFT to follow the road to Visitor Parking. **DO NOT CONTINUE DRIVING STRAIGHT OVER THE RAMP AND INTO THE DOCK AREA.**
3. Follow the road and turn RIGHT into the Visitor Parking. **Watch for traffic as you walk to the lobby which is near the building mural and flag pole.**

EXITING SECOND HARVEST
Follow the dashed RED arrows in the map above to exit Second Harvest:
4. After exiting the Visitor Parking, turn LEFT.
5. Veer RIGHT to continue on the exit road.
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